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I
have rarely raced through a book as fast as through J.O. Morgan’s Long Cuts. Here is a long
poem you cannot put down: the story of Rocky, “Not mechanic. Toolmaker”, mythic
maintainer of motorcycles or turbines. If, like me, you missed Rocky’s debut, you can still

jump aboard the bike.
Morgan is a skilled story-maker. Period details, “sponge pudding” – and Red Guards – enrich

without halting his flow. He cross-cuts from Scotland to the Antipodes. Italicised speech captures
laconic Rocky, drunken friends and brusque employers. Morgan manufactures muscular free verse,
occasionally rhymed. Metres sometimes judder, never stall. Here is Rocky’s absorption into
engineering:

the waver of chains, of belts reaching up to the rafters,

the dark and the dust, the glow from furnaces.

Four years for a fitter’s apprenticeship.

And that’s only if you show promise.

But the boy is not listening,

has already begun to pass

through the sudden shifts in heat

to clear away the concentrated grime

collected round the workmen’s feet.

Long Cuts pays homage to manual skill. Effort hammers through repetition and rhythm: “Sweat
on his forearms, sweat in his hair”. Nor are class politics glossed over. Taunted by an officer, Rocky
sabotages his ship. If readers think his recurring women pall, Rocky might agree. The most intense
lyricism is devoted to machines. A BSA Bantam’s blue paint is “midnight, abyssal, leviathan”.

Morgan leaves Rocky abruptly in New Zealand – “for a while” – I suspect, joyfully, that the blue
BSA Bantam has not reached the end of the road.

This is where I live now

speared by cold fire.

Listing to starboard

new ice 

forming.
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The starting points for Jean McNeil’s compelling and spacious Night Orders were expeditions
to both Polar regions. Her introduction explains that her collection, named after a ship’s log,
honours the Polar “documentary tradition”, deploying poetry, printed sources and “prose poetry”.
McNeil, a novelist, has a powerful gift, in prose, for phrases (Antarctic sun is “a gold axe”) and for
focused endings: “You will never come this way again”. Her poetry has a sustained music, echoing
“dead men names: Brabant, Livingston, Biscoe”. Her introduction hints at “love and loss”,
surfacing amongst ice as “dark allure”, “the lavish mystery of the other”. This love affair with the
letter ‘l’ continues in her luscious litany of ice colours: “dusk opal, albino, rose-grey”.

McNeil the literary traveller has an ear as fine as her eye, savouring words from different
languages and disciplines: “He catalogues the ice for me – frazil ice, / frost flowers, stambuka”. She
is deft with fact: “Orion is reversed”. Her descriptions draw the landbound into the monotony and
beauty of shipboard life, where the Night Orders lie in “a bronze pool of light”.

McNeil avoids preaching, but restraint lends more power to warnings: “We will live on a
winterless planet”. As her introduction confesses, Night Orders ends in anti-climax. But McNeil’s
readers (like me) may be so absorbed by her rich voyages that they too are left in “fierce
unrequited love” for the fantastic, fragile ice.

A gentler experience might be expected from Carole Bromley’s first full collection, A Guided
Tour of the Ice House. But visitors are warned: “We will be underground / longer than you think”.
Intriguing, alarming, Bromley’s poems make excellent travelling companions. She is an irreverent
Time Lord. Charlotte Bronte – with “a Laptop” – moans about “that curate”: a good joke, darker
if readers recall that bearing his child will kill her.

Some of Bromley’s boldest journeys are imaginary, including a trip to a “glittering ice-house
[...] If I’d been Santa Claus”. Her poetry celebrates change. She declares no nostalgia for displays
of fifties kitchenware: “it’s time to move on”. Family poems display astringent honesty: her
mother’s hatred of Christmas, a nurse seen “spooning in” food to Bromley’s father on her final
visit. Her lively poems about grandchildren proclaim no guiding wisdom, but “desperate measures,
dancing / to Venus in Blue Jeans”.

Bromley’s records of experience occasionally seem raw and rushed. But her best poems have
a beautiful clarity of pattern. In ‘Unscheduled Halt’, the words “midnight” and “new moon”
encircle a brief poem, with love at its centre. Her blank verse, confidently accented, moves
energetically:

the men who

hacked ice from the ornamental lake

and dragged it here were starved with cold.

The collection closes with mysterious news, snow-lit:

So soft,

each flake touched

the window, as if

it had never been.

Simplicity startles, in delicate sympathy. Bromley’s strong, courageous work can carry readers to
unexpected, transforming destinations.

John Mole’s The Point of Loss begins “How to confront the troll”. His travel tips for troll
country include “dancing feet”. This author of many fine collections follows his own advice. Light
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syllables run to a radiant close:

It was too long ago

to be other than Eden

when he placed on her table

the sun and the moon.

‘Sparrows and Bamboo’ has an ending as exquisite as the “Japanese miniature” it re-creates: “the
music they print/ on a sheet of air”.

Yet Mole’s poems combine toughness with tenderness. Free-wheeling couplets urge the
reader to move like a cat: “gigantically grown / and pounce on the unknown”. In more spacious
lines, a ghost speaks, gently implacable: “You know that’s how it has to be”. Endings may last a
breath too long. But Mole’s shortest lines contain memorable confrontations. John Clare “watches
the future drive off / in its shining hatch-backs”.

Mole’s work treads the finest of lines between joy and loss. He mocks his younger self, the
earnest ballroom dancer: “oh my God, the pumps”. But his present insights are boldly memorable:
“Time disposes. Love is all.” He notices how a wet beach “still holds our reflection / against the
dark”. There are lines in The Point of Loss which could turn to proverbs, charms against formless
dark. These include his version of Rilke’s poem about a woman, almost blind, who “prepares for
flight”. A journey through Mole’s dazzling collection reminds us that poems can not only dance,
but fly, in space, through time.

Alison Brackenbury’s latest collection is Singing in the Dark (Carcanet, 2008). Her eighth collection of poems is due
from Carcanet in 2013.
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